For dynamic production aeroelastic analysis in the transonic speed range a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method based on the small disturbance Navier-Stokes equations can serve as a reasonable alternative to one realizing the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations' time domain solution: Its dynamically linear approach promises significantly decreased computation cost in the prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loading while retaining the latter's fidelity to a high degree. In this regard, research conducted at the Technische Universität München has resulted in the CFD method FLM-SD.NS. Further substantiating its application readiness, computations for harmonic pitching oscillations of the NASA clipped delta wing are presented. Test cases are characterized by shocks of varying strength and range of motion, as well as leading edge vortex (LEV) formation. Overall, results are in good agreement with dynamically fully nonlinear solutions provided by the comparative RANS solver FLM-NS, as well as available experimental data. Reductions in computation time up to an order of magnitude in relation to FLM-NS are observed. Limitations of the small disturbance approach, however, become apparent for the LEV case, where higher-order harmonics are far less negligible in the flow's response to the excitation. * Dipl.-Ing. Univ., Research Engineer † Prof. em. Dr.-Ing.
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Introduction
To date production analysis of an aircraft's dynamic aeroelastic behavior relies on low-order computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods to supply the unsteady aerodynamic structural loading. This approach has proven to be highly efficient and of excellent fidelity in the suband supersonic speed range. In the transonic speed range, however, which is the flight envelope's most critical respective stability, these methods fail to produce adequate predictions as convective nonlinearities and viscous effects generally remain unaccounted for. A CFD method realizing the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations' time domain solution, on the other hand, would be well suited to render the unsteady aerodynamic loading most accurately, as such flow properties are naturally inherent to the formulation. Unfortunately, this type of high-order CFD method becomes computationally prohibitive when confronted with the multitude of parameter variations (Ma ∞ , Re ∞ ,α,α, k red , eigenmode) required by the analysis [10] . Dual time-stepping schemes typically employed in the RANS equations' time domain solution must sequentially realize a pseudo-steady solution at each incremental deflection of the considered body's oscillatory motion. In this manner the flow's response to an imposed excitation is rendered as a series of time-accurate snap-shots. For an individual cycle the number of pseudo-steady solutions equals the number of physical time-intervals utilized in its discretization, as dictated by a sufficient temporal resolution of the unsteady flowfield. Obtaining the desired periodicity, however, always involves the computation of a number of cycles, a circumstance which becomes especially timeconsuming at low frequencies. The aggregate number of pseudo-steady solutions then represents the primary cost of the dual time-stepping approach.
A secondary one rests in the accompanied incremental deformation of the body-embedding computational grid. For each physical time-step the computational grid must be updated to the body's new position, a task which contributes all the more to the total computational cost as the geometric complexity of the body increases. Lastly, the effort associated with the acquired data's post processing has to be taken into account. Since the unsteady loading is gained as a series in time, subsequent Fourier analysis becomes necessary
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to extract the harmonics of interest. In doing so, turnaround time and thus throughput of the overall process is further diminished. Whereas the computational cost of this approach may be tolerable for an individual case, it becomes too high in the cumulation of production investigations. Promising significantly decreased cost while yet retaining the fidelity of the RANS equations' time domain solution to a high degree, a CFD method based on the small disturbance Navier-Stokes equations can serve as a reasonable alternative: For problems of dynamic stability the considered body's neutral motion can be regarded as being limited to minor harmonic deflections about a reference position. Consequently, the organized unsteadiness inherent to the flowfield's instantaneous response can be presumed to be a predominantly dynamically linear perturbation about a time-invariant mean state. This would entail that higher-order harmonics present within the response become negligible to the point where a generally phase-shifted first harmonic prevails. Under the preceding assumption, a system of statistically treated linear partial differential equations exclusively governing the organized unsteadiness can be extracted from the instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations. Insertion of a simple harmonic time law then allows the novel equation system to be brought into a frequency domain formulation, eliminating timedependency altogether. Thus, time-accuracy and the accompanied incremental grid deformation are no longer an issue to the solution process, the necessary computational effort becoming comparable to the one involved with the steady-state solution of the RANS equations.
Rendered in terms of complex amplitude field variables, the frequency domain solution embodies magnitude and phase-shift of the organized unsteadiness. It develops contingent on the a priori known oscillation frequency and amplitude deflection of the considered body's harmonic motion, as well as the reference (time-invariant mean) flowfield about which the organized unsteadiness is consider to occur. The frequency and amplitude deflection may yield from structural modal analysis, with the latter numerically supplied to the method by way of two computational grids, respectively, embedding the body at its reference and deflected extremum position. A steady-state RANS solution realized in the reference grid for the defined freestream conditions then serves as the time-invariant mean flowfield. Dynamically nonlinear phenomena that would emerge in the flowfield's instantaneous response are approximately handled as dynamically linear perturbations about a statically nonlinear state, as contained in the time-invariant flowfield. Contrary to the time domain (dynamically fully nonlinear) approach, the first harmonic of the unsteady loading is gained directly, being considered equal to the obtained complex amplitude load under the small disturbance premise. Similarly, the zeroth harmonic is seen as equal to the afore computed time-invariant mean loading.
Over the past decade, research conducted at the former Aerodynamics Division of the Institute for Fluid Mechanics (FLM) ‡ , Technische Universität München, has ultimately resulted in the small disturbance Navier-Stokes method FLM-SD.NS. Its two-dimensional incarnation for high-Reynolds-number flow was originally presented in [8] , where a detailed derivation of the underlying governing equations, as well as a synopsis of the general properties and computation process is given. Airfoil test cases demonstrated the approach's validity in the transonic regime. The introduction of the third spatial coordinate is straightforward and has been completed since then. FLM-SD.NS itself had been realized as the viscous extension of the already well established small disturbance Euler method FLM-SDEu [6] . An effort had been made to retain numerical equivalence to the inhouse RANS method FLM-NS [1] , which is utilized, on the one hand, to supply the necessary time-invariant mean flowfield to FLM-SD.NS, while on the other hand, to render a dynamically fully nonlinear solution of the particular unsteady case for comparative purposes. Consequently, the cell-centered structured finite volume method FLM-SD.NS (multiblock capable) features small ‡ reconstituted as the Institute of Aerodynamics in 12/04 631.3 ALEXANDER PECHLOFF , BORIS LASCHKA disturbance instances of Roe's convective fluxdifference splitting [9] and of Chakravarthy's viscous flux evaluation [4] . Second-order spatial accuracy is given for smoothly stretched grids and regions of continuous flow, with the total variation diminishing condition yet satisfied at locations of discontinuity. A compliant derivation of the Spalart-Allmaras (S/A) turbulence model provides eddy viscosity closure, while a multigrid embedded lower-upper symmetric successive overrelaxation (LU-SSOR) scheme adapted from Blazek [3] integrates the discretized governing equations in pseudo-time.
Initial three-dimensional FLM-SD.NS computations were conducted for harmonic flap oscillations of both the NASA clipped delta wing (NCDW) [2] and a fighter type delta wing (FTDW) in actual service [11] under highReynolds-number transonic flow conditions. Select results thereof were presented in [5] , establishing the method's accuracy and efficiency. Reductions in computation time up to an order of magnitude in relation to FLM-NS were ascertained. Further substantiating the application readiness of FLM-SD.NS, computations for NCDW harmonic pitching oscillations under equivalent flow conditions are realized. The imposed motion is governed by
about the given pitch axis, withα,α, and k red set through the individual test case. The local unsteady load distribution normal to the wing's surface, embodied by c 0 p , c 1 p , as well as the resultant global loading, expressed by c 0 L , c 1 L and c 0 M , c 1 M , are investigated. The latter directly result from the integration of the c 0 p , c 1 p and correspondent skin-friction distributions over the wing's reference position surface. Prediction quality of FLM-SD.NS is primarily assessed by comparing its directly gained results to those yielding from Fourier-analyzed FLM-NS time series: The discrete evolution of c L and c M result from the integration of the c p and skin-friction distributions over the deflected wing's surface after each converged physical time step. Additionally, inviscid results computed with FLM-SDEu and the underlying dynamically fully nonlinear Euler method FLM-Eu [6] are drawn upon to emphasize the impact of viscosity. Both FLM-NS and FLMEu render the unsteady aerodynamic loading with second-order accuracy in time. Experimental surface pressure data are also taken into account.
The globally utilized Cartesian coordinate system is set to originate (at reference position) from the wing's root leading edge (LE), with the x (chordwise) direction running positively towards the trailing edge (TE) and the y (spanwise) direction running positively towards the starboard tip. The imposed motion is strictly longitudinal, that is, occurring about an axis parallel to the spanwise direction. Consequently, a semispan numerical treatment of the NCDW suffices, the starboard half being considered here.
NASA Clipped Delta Wing
Derived from the wing of a tentative supersonic transport, the NCDW is characterized by a 50. Further details on grid construction and smoothing are given in [7] . From the multitude of computed dynamic test cases, results for a weak shock case (90D5), the medium strength shock / leading edge vortex (LEV) case (90D29), and a strong shock case (94D5) are presented. Table 2 Values of the NCDW cases' dimensional thermodynamic reference quantities FLM-SD.NS computations employ a threelevel V-symmetric multigrid cycle for acceleration. Per multigrid cycle dual pseudo-time steps on the finest and coarsest grid level in combination with a single pseudo-time step on the intermediary level (2/1/2) are conducted. A converged solution of the governing equations is ascertained if the L 2 -norm amplitude density residual, as normalized with its value after the first multigrid cycle, has dropped below 5.5 × 10 −4 (5.0 × 10 −4 for 90D29), terminating the computation. Instability of the solution process was
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initially experienced for 94D5, where a confined region of post-shock separation occurs towards the wing tip in the supplied time-invariant mean flowfield. The localized limitation of the amplitude S/A working variable, however, allowed for a simple remedy. Comparative FLM-NS computations consider three oscillation cycles to eliminate transient phenomena, each discretized with 100 physical time intervals. Incremental grid deformation is carried out through time-law-accordant interpolation between the extremum and reference grid. Multigrid parameters and abort criterion are set equal to those of the FLM-SD.NS computations. In postprocessing, Fourier analysis of the c p -, c L -, and c M -timeseries, ascertained to be periodic for the third cycle, yields the respectively inherent zeroth and first harmonic. FLM-SD.NS / FLM-NS computation of 90D5, and 90D29, were conducted on a single 1.3 GHz Intel R Itanium R 2 processor of the Leibniz Rechenzentrum (LRZ) Linux cluster, with 94D5 subsequently realized on a 1.6 GHz successor model.
Generally, the supplemental FLM-SDEu / FLM-Eu computations employ the same reference and extremum grid as the FLM-SD.NS / FLM-NS ones in order to retain spatial comparability. For 90D29, however, the high resolution of the wing-near field destabilized the inviscid solution process, necessitating the consideration of more Euler-typical grids. These are internally generated from the Navier-Stokes grids through elimination of every other cell edge, rendering coarser grids of merely 46080 cells. Nevertheless, the wing surface and near-field remains sufficiently resolved, as the distance of the first off-body grid plane only increases to 3 × 10 −5 × s and the first five of 20 cells in wing surface normal direction reside within 1 × 10 −3 × s.
It should be noted, that the experimental surface pressure data of the dynamic test cases are limited to the first harmonic. Thus, for zeroth harmonic comparison the experimental surface pressure data of the underlying static test case are drawn upon. Each represents the NCDW investigated under congruous ambient conditions yet fixed at its time-invariant mean incidence angle.
For 90D5, 90D29, and 94D5, these are 90S1, 90S38, and 94S1, respectively.
Results and Discussion

Weak Shock Case
For Ma ∞ = 0.90, Re ∞ = 10.13 × 10 6 , andα = 0.0 deg the FLM-NS supplied time-invariant mean flowfield exhibits a localized, equally developed supersonic region in proximity to the upper and lower wing surface. It extends, respectively, from the root to the tip, terminating with a weak shock significantly upstream of the TE (Fig. 2) . FLM- For the inner span station, Im c 1 p acutely decreases from its LE peak, leading into a nearly linear progression that ends slightly upstream of the shock region. Prior to ending, a reversal of sign is experienced. This places the subsequent shock-and post-shock progression into negative territory. With a minimum value of −0.9, a secondary peak is exhibited at the location of the ter- Overall, FLM-SD.NS renders the unsteady loading of the weak shock case in very good agreement to FLM-NS. For either method, however, the viscous consideration yields only marginal improvement over the respective inviscid approach.
Medium Strength Shock / Leading Edge Vortex Case
For Ma ∞ = 0.90, Re ∞ = 10.04 × 10 6 , andα = 3.97 deg the FLM-NS supplied time-invariant mean flowfield exhibits an expanded supersonic region in proximity to the upper wing surface. It extends from the root to the tip, terminating with a medium strength shock significantly upstream of the TE (Fig. 4) . At the root, the sharp LE additionally initiates a vortex that progresses towards the tip (Fig. 5) . The LE itself approximately renders the line of separation, while the line of reattachment is observed at a sweep angle of 56 deg. Designated the LEV, it induces a localized suction plateau on the upper surface which increases in both intensity and expansion over the course of the progression,c p reaching its minimum at the tip-proximate LE. Towards the tip the LEV eventually intersects the shock, the interaction between the two rendering a quite intricate flow topology. FLM-SD.NS-computed surface pressure distributions for 90D29 are composited with their FLM-NS, FLM-SDEu / FLMEu, and experimental counterparts in Fig. 6 . A description of the FLM-SD.NS result is foregone. (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) . Apparently, even for a small amplitude ofα = 0.5 deg the imposed Overall, FLM-SD.NS renders the unsteady loading of the medium strength shock / LEV case in satisfactory agreement to FLM-NS. For either method the viscous consideration mainly improves on the global load coefficients' zeroth and real-part first harmonic, with the imaginary part being only marginally influenced.
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Strong Shock Case
For Ma ∞ = 0.94, Re ∞ = 10.06 × 10 6 , andα = 0.0 deg the FLM-NS supplied time-invariant mean flowfield exhibits a sizeable, equally developed supersonic region in proximity to the upper and lower wing surface. It extends, respectively, from the root to considerably beyond the tip, terminating with a strong shock slightly upstream of the TE (Fig. 9) . The discontinuous recompression is p are compensated towards Imc 1 M , for the given reference axis. However, the fundamental difference in the small disturbance and the dynamically fully nonlinear method's manner of assessing the global load coefficients must again again be taken into account: Regarding the FLM-NS-computed c M evolution over the incidence angle, an antisymmetric influence becomes evident in proximity of both the upper and lower dead center. It results from the expansion and contraction of the separated flow region over the course of a cycle. Even though the first harmonic still dominates the c M evolution, the contained higher-order harmonics are again no longer as negligible as postulated by the small disturbance premise, thus allowing for the c 1 M deviation. The time-dependent c M is predicted to lag the excitation, yet not as strongly as it did in 90D5 and 90D29.
Discounting viscosity, the character of c M becomes significantly altered: FLM-SDEu-/ FLM- Overall, FLM-SD.NS renders the unsteady loading of the strong shock case in good agreement to FLM-NS. For either method, the viscous consideration yields a substantial improvement over the respective inviscid approach: The more complete flow model contrarily indicating dynamic stability.
Computational Efficiency
FLM-SD.NS and FLM-NS computation times, as well as the inverse ratio between the two are summarized in Table 6 Table 6 Comparison of computational effort between FLM-SD.NS and FLM-NS for the NCDW cases alizes reductions up to an order of magnitude: Whereasť SD.NS CPU are all around 24 h, a far greater range can be observed forť NS CPU , the computation of 90D5 and 94D5 taking longer than 90D29 by multiples. At default settings, the fully dynamical nonlinear treatment of theα = 0 deg incidence motion had exhibited solution instabilities towards the upper / lower dead center, that is, at physical time-steps where the deflected wing experiences strong de-and acceleration. Merely very high instances of implicit damping allowed for a remedy, significantly drawing out the computation in turn. The decreased ζ CPU witnessed for 94D5 stems in part from the employed higher-clocking processor, accelerating FLM-NS considerably more than FLM-SD.NS. With 1.7 GByte RAM, FLM-SD.NS allocates four times more working memory than FLM-NS, as both complex amplitude and time-invariant mean entities need to be stored. It is the tradeoff made towards superior computational efficiency.
Conclusions
In an effort to further substantiate FLM-SD.NS application readiness, computational results for NCDW harmonic pitching oscillations were presented and compared to those of FLM-NS, FLMSDEu / FLM-Eu, as well as experimental data: Both a weak and a strong shock case demonstrated the small disturbance Navier-Stokes approach's accuracy and efficiency in predicting the unsteady local and global loading. Special attention had been given to the obtained Imc 1 m , as it is indicative of the corresponding free oscillation's amplified or damped state. In this regard, the strong shock case illustrates the benefit of the viscous consideration, FLM-SD.NS / FLM-NS predicting dynamic stability where FLM-SD.Eu / FLM-Eu does not. The medium strength shock / LEV case, on the other hand, discloses the limitations of the small disturbance approach: Fourieranalysis of the FLM-NS-computed upper-surface c p reveals localized higher-order harmonics that are no longer negligible. They result from the LEV itself, as well as the LEV's interaction with the shock. Exerting influence on the timedependent c M evolution, the extracted Imc 1 M and the FLM-SD.NS-computed one exhibit the most pronounced deviation.
To date, more application-oriented investiga-
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tions have been realized with FTDW harmonic pitching oscillations: In analogy to the NCDW, a shockless case, an LEV case, and a medium strength shock case were computed. The promising results will be presented in the near future. Complementary studies for high aspect ratio wings, as well as a rectangular wing / nacelle configuration undergoing harmonic motions are on the verge of completion, while an assessment of FLM-SD.NS / FLM-SDEu prediction quality with regard to the AGARD 445.6 wing's flutter boundary has just commenced.
